
Paint
Has colour matching changed?

����2stage 3stage 4stage



� High end cars come with 3 and 4 stage finishes, micro 
flake and candy finishes making them much harder to 
match and more costly to paint.

� Three stage pearl colors are now on compact cars, 
candy's are on pickup trucks and colors once reserved 
for exotic cars now come midsize crossovers.

� on a 6 year finance term the premium paint option on 
my car was $6.94 a month. Now I get to blend the 
entire side of my Ford Fiesta.

Why is it so hard now?



� Creating and maintaining a spray out card library is 
the best way to deal with the colours of today. 

� Each and every painter must make let-down panels 
for each tri/quad-coat colour

� Even two stage colours need to be worked ahead of 
painting and verified before clear coat.

� To some this may be old news, that’s because it is!

The more things change,           
the more they stay the same.



�Why cant the paint company make let-down 
panels for us?

A) Painter variation

B) OEM variation

C) UV damage

D) Cost

Question #1



� One coat of pearl or candy is not the same from painter to 

painter, slightly different spray techniques, spray equipment, 

and travel speed make each painters let-down panel slightly 

different.

� The number one reason for re-painting jobs in the shop is the 

same as it was 20 years ago, its still colour mismatch. Every 

painter needs to validate each new colour with a test card.

Painter variation



�How many painters do you think paint a 

test card for each new colour and keep a 

spray out library?

A) 10%

B) 15%

C) 25%

D) 50%

Question #2



� I ask each class of apprentices how many of their painters use 

spray-out cards and catalog the cards afterwards. Usually in a 

class of 20 only a few do.

� Although deemed as an extra step, a test card is very cheap 

insurance to avoid a very expensive mistake.

� Once created it should be cataloged for the future, when the 

same colour shows up again, the card is not an extra step and 

the cost is free.

I estimate it at 15%



�Should spay out cards be clear coated?

A) Clear coat the entire card

B) Clear coating is not necessary

C) Clear only half of the card

Question #3



� Clear coating only half of the card allows the painter to match 

to existing panels but will also allow them to verify the colour 

on new panels before clear coating .

� If a colour needs to be adjusted before the vehicle is clear 

coated its will only need one more coat of colour for 

correction.

� If the miss match is found after clear coating the vehicle will 

need to be sanded, re-masked and repainted, causing a huge 

disruption in work flow.

Only Half



�The most common issue with multistage 

colour is?

A) The sealer colour

B) The main-layer colour

C) The mid-coat colour

D) The clear coat

Question #4



� The best way to make a let down panel is to expose each layer 

for colour matching.

� The damaged panel can be feather-edged back to expose each 

layer for colour matching to a test card.

� Colour tinting can be employed to correct the main layer 

mismatch.

The main layer colour



�What happens if the shops paint line is 

changed or a new painter is hired?

A) The Library is retained

B) The Library is useless

Question #5



�Unfortunately if the painter or the paint is changed, 
the test cards become very useless.

� Start building a new library, as soon as the shop sees 
the same colour twice, the test-card has paid for 
itself.

The Library is useless




